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Abstract

In this paper, we derive and assess a framework in which a firm’s financial environment

is an integral part of its hedging decisions. In the framework, the characteristics of firms in

the network and their interconnections affect the firm’s risk management strategy through

impact on contract cost and efficacy of protection. We apply the model to an investment

fund’s decision making problem for transferring equity risk to a set of banks and obtain an

a priori optimal hedging decision based on a risk-return tradeoff analysis. We find hedge

costs greatly influence the fund’s choice of counterparties for contract: the cost advantage of

a counterparty would award it a dominant role in the magnitude of protection sought from

the counterparty. In the a posteriori analysis, we evaluate the hedge efficacy in terms of the

counterparties’ ability to honor the hedge contract. The counter-party risk is investigated

by introducing network-caused default probability and recovery rate to our model. We

find that the optimality of hedging contract in the a posteriori analysis depends on the

corporate objective and risk measures. Firms focusing on minimizing variance of firm value

might consider a small deviation from the a priori optimal strategy; while those focussed on

lowering tail risk tend to stay with the a priori optimal strategy.

Keywords: Risk management; Hedge; Network; Optimal hedging strategy
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Optimal Hedging Strategy for Risk Management on a

Network

1 Introduction and Background

Over the past decades, globalization and capital liberalization have created a more intercon-

nected financial systems. With the increased interdependence of economic entities, network

risk capturing financial interdependence becomes a hot topic among executives. Financial

innovation and rapidly developing global markets provide broader space and more chan-

nels for corporations’ and financial institutions’ risk management. Besides, academics are

also displaying great interest in corporate risk management activities. A number of studies

discuss the rationale of corporate hedge behavior and develop models for hedging decision

making. However, there is no paper to the best of our knowledge incorporating firm’s finan-

cial environment into the analysis of optimal hedging strategies. We believe our paper is the

first one to investigate corporate optimal hedging decisions under a network setting.

The problem of hedge in risk management is traditionally seen as a bilateral decision,

where one firm or agent transfers risk to others by paying certain premiums, which is the

direct hedging cost. The transaction, seen as a bilateral relation, is incapable of capturing

broader features of the two parties involved in the transaction. However, the broader features

are important to capture counter-party risk, contagion risk, information asymmetry, etc.

This is particularly relevant when there is no intermediary facilitating risk transfer, such as

a clearing house or an exchange. The intermediaries, for their own interest, put in place

measures and processes to protect themselves and the concerned parties for these additional

risks underlying the risk being transferred. Hence, in the case of ‘over-the-counter’ risk

transfer mechanisms, the concerned parties can affect each other by the nature of the risk

transfer due to their position in the relevant domain.

The relevant domain mainly depends on the nature of risks a firm is exposed to and

chooses to explicitly manage. For instance, an insurance provider may choose to transfer

the tail risk of the loss distribution of its liabilities to a set of reinsurers, while hedging
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the interest-rate risk and equity market risk on its asset side with some investment banks

using customized over-the-counter derivatives. In this case, all the reinsurers and investment

banks, as well as other firms that interact with them for the purpose of transferring risk, will

form the relevant domain. These interactions can be represented as a network, where nodes

are the various firms and edges between nodes capture the transfer of risk between firms

as well as characteristics of transfer, such as the magnitude of risk transfer, types of risk

being transferred, instruments used for risk transfer, etc. In the finance literature, looking at

the hedging and risk management problems with this broader approach is gaining attention

with a recognition of the importance of impact of firms’ connectivity. In different segments

of the finance sector, these connectivities can have catastrophic implication, and accounting

for them in a firm’s hedging and risk management decisions is prudent.

In this paper, we develop a framework to create a hedging strategy responsive to a firm’s

position in a financially inter-connected and interdependent environment. The framework is

applied on a specific case to assess the impact of the network structure of a firm’s financial

environment on its optimal hedging decisions. In addition, we investigate the counter-party

risk in the a posteriori analysis and see how the potential default events would threaten

the protection. In the a priori risk-return analysis, we find that the network features work

on corporate hedging decision mainly through their impact on hedge cost. Risk managers

are more likely to choose their hedging partners with comparative cost advantage compared

with other competitors. While counter-party risk, which cannot be priced in the a priori

analysis, is considered in the a posteriori analysis, we find there is a little chance that a slight

modification from the a priori optimal hedging decision is beneficial in reducing variance of

firm value. If the risk manager cares more about tail risk instead of variance of firm value,

staying with the a priori strategy is more likely to happen.

The contribution of this paper is that it is one of the first analysis that incorporates firms’

financial environment into developing its risk management strategies. In contrast to most

previous studies on corporate hedging behaviors, we investigate a firm’s optimal hedging

decision making with a board view on the whole network maps it faces, instead of studying a

firm-to-firm contract in isolation. We believe this method is important especially in today’s

highly-connected financial systems and applicable to firms in various financial environment.
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This paper contributes to risk managers by providing guidance in selecting counterparties for

risk management. Besides, as a pioneer study that emphasizes financial networks in hedging

strategy, it can be taken as an initial point for future research in this area. All kinds of risk,

a large variety of hedging instruments, large, complex and sophisticated financial networks

promise many future explorations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we provide an overview of the

background literature relevant to risk management framework developed in this paper; then

we present our model in support of the risk management framework and elucidate it through

a specific example in Section 3. In Section 4, we implement the model and utilize it to

determine an optimal hedging strategy for the example presented in Section 3. In Section 5

in an a posteriori analysis, counter-party risk is considered in the model and contract efficacy

is analyzed under different settings of a posteriori network features. The last section is the

conclusion.

2 Literature Review

In this section, we give a brief review of previous works that relate to this paper. The first

part is the literature review of risk management, in which the three basic questions “who,

why and how” in corporate hedging practices are discussed. We also introduce some papers

that study corporate behaviors and economic phenomena in a network framework in the

second part.

2.1 Hedging for Risk Management

According to the Modigliani-Miller theorems (1958 [1]), shareholders can diversify their

portfolio risks, so that firms’ value would not be affected by the “total” risk (Nocco and

Stulz, 2006 [2]). Nevertheless, due to capital market imperfection in the real world, firm’s

value can be increased by managing the firm’s risk (Bartram, 2002 [3]). The underlying

reason why risk management does not provide benefit under Modigliani-Miller assumptions

is because of absence of “imperfections” in the capital markets. Taxes and bankruptcy costs,

restrictions on borrowing or lending, information asymmetry, are examples of “imperfections”
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that exist in the real world that justify corporate risk management. According to previous

literature, reduction of tax liability, mitigation of under-investment problem and managerial

risk aversion are three main motivations for risk management.

Smith and Stulz (1985 [4]) claim that hedging, by reducing volatility of taxable income,

lowers the expected corporate tax liability and increases the expected post-tax value of the

firm, if the firm faces a convex tax regime with progressively increasing marginal tax rates.

Nance et al. (1993 [5]) provide empirical and theoretical support for Smith and Stulz’s

(1985 [4]) claim that firms facing an increasing marginal tax rate tend to hedge more.

Risk management can be viewed as a substitute for the need to raise equity capital

(Froot, Scharfstein and Stein 1993 [6], Stulz 1996 [7], Nocco and Stulz 2006 [2]). By lowering

the volatility of firm value, a firm can satisfy its equity capital requirement to cushion

its operating risks, and at the same time lower the probability of occurrence of financial

distress. Through reduction of “investment distortions” and protection of net cash flows ,

risk management can mitigate corporate under-investment problem and lower the cost of

bankruptcy, thereby increasing firm’s value (Stulz 1996 [7], Froot, Scharfstein and Stein

1993 [6] ).

Managerial risk aversion is another rationale given for firm’s participating in explicit risk

management (Mayers and Smith 1982 [8], Smith and Stulz 1985 [4]). Through empirical

analysis of the North American gold mining industry, Tufano (1996 [9]) suggests that risk

management policies would be affected by managerial risk aversion. The reason for hedging

lies in the high degree of non-diversification in the manager’s portfolio. Nevertheless, some of

the hedging strategies are implemented purely for managers’ interest, which could be harmful

for the shareholders. Compensation scheme is one way to adjust managers’ incentives to

mitigate the conflict of interest between managers and shareholders. Bartram (2002 [3]) also

claimed that risk management is a “value-creating” activity, because it can eliminate the

“noise” in the evaluation of managers’ performance, which enhances the effectiveness of the

incentives in the compensation scheme.

After answering why firms should hedge, the second question that arises is how a firm

should hedge. The types and extents of risk exposures are the primary determinants of firm’s

intensity and magnitude of hedging activities. Based on the corporation value-maximization
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assumption, Smith and Stulz (1985 [4]) examine how tax, contracting costs and the impact

on investment decision affect hedging strategies and explain the variety of hedging behaviors

observed among different firms. Company ownership structure and firm size also appear to

impact firm hedging behavior (Smith 1995 [10], Stulz 1996 [7], Nocco and Stulz 2006 [2]).

Variance minimization is widely considered as the goal of a firm’s hedging strategies,

because the reduction of volatility of firm value is prevailingly believed to be the primary

objective of risk management. The Value at Risk, or VaR, which measures the probability of

lower tail outcomes, is widely used by financial institutions and industrial firms to monitor

their risk exposures. Ahn et al. (1999 [11]) provide a formal analysis of optimal hedging

strategy using options in a simplified framework by minimizing a company’s VaR. Cash flow

simulations for assessing default probabilities, as another risk measure, is proposed by Stulz

(1996 [7]) based on his argument of the different objectives of risk management. He suggests

that to avoid “lower-tail outcomes” while preserving upside potential should be the primary

aim of hedging. In the same paper, Stulz supports selective hedging strategy rather than

full-covered hedging strategy by arguing that firms with “comparative advantage in bearing

certain financial market risks” should take on those risks.

2.2 Network Literature Review

The study of networks has been an area of active study in fields of computer science, ap-

plied mathematics and operations research, and in recent years there has been an increasing

interest in the social science and business fields. Networks help describe the relations and in-

teractions between various entities connected in a network, analyze individual optimal strat-

egy for participation in a network, allow researchers to better understand and investigate

behaviors of firms. With the increased interdependence and interaction between economic

agents, not only people in business, but regulatory entities also begin to pay greater attention

to network issues. Researcher have applied networking theory to issues in corporate cash

flow management, global tax liability of multinational corporations, multinational payment

netting, capital budgeting problems and portfolio selection under uncertainty (Rutenberg

1970 [12], Srinivasan and Kim 1986 [13], Mulvey and Vladimirou 1992 [14]).

According to previous literature, risk sharing or risk transferring is one of the primary
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incentives for economic entities to develop linkages with one another. For instance, by hold-

ing interregional claims on each other, banks provide insurance against liquidity preferences

shocks (Allen and Gale 2000 [15]). Corporations and financial institutions use various finan-

cial vehicles to transfer risks to others by creating networked channels of risk propagation.

Inclusion of a network structure facilitates the definition of the appropriate optimization

model, which provides a useful tool for studying organization behaviors towards currency risk

(Jones 2000 [16]). Jones (2000 [16]) formulates a framework for networked foreign exchange

trading model. By graphically describing the cash flows in networks, he generalizes the model

into the application of arbitrage, hedging and speculation of currency risk. Increased depen-

dence in supplier networks makes a firm vulnerable to uncertainty and counter-party risk,

which is an important topic of research in supplier networks (Hallikas et al. 2004 [17]). From

the prospect of individual economic agents, Fafchamps and Gubert (2007 [18]) investigate

whether risk-sharing networks are formed to maximize mutual gains from pooling income

risk.

On the other hand, practitioners and researchers have not forgotten the dark side of net-

works. Financial contagion, the inevitable byproduct of economic linkages, has been received

increasing attention over the past decade due to frequent recurrence of banking crises. Small

exogenous shocks, initially from certain financial institutions or certain economic sectors,

spread by contagion through links to their “neighbors”, and finally impact the whole econ-

omy. In Allen and Gale’s paper (2000 [15]), the possibility of financial contagion, which is

initially triggered by adverse news of insolvency of banking institutions, were greatly deter-

mined by the completeness of structure of interregional claims. Network models are analyzed

by other researchers for financial system stability, banking regulation, structural interdepen-

dencies among the debtors within a credit portfolio (Thurner,Hanel and Pichler 2003 [19],

Boss et al. 2004 [20], Egloff, Leippold and Vanini 2007 [21], Nier et al. 2007 [22]).

In this paper, we adopt a similar approach as the financial contagion papers. A firm’s

financial environment is modeled as a network, consisting of the reference firm and its coun-

terparties as nodes, interlinked through hedge contracts. We investigate how a firm’s net-

work impacts its transaction costs and therefore optimal hedging choice as well as contract

performance. Previous study points out that structured products are in general mispriced
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and there is price deviation from theoretical estimation (Wasserfallen and Schenk 1996 [23],

Stoimenov and Wilkens 2005 [24], Fusai and Zanotti 2011 [25]). Following what they find,

we assume there are spread adjustments from network that make real prices of financial

instruments deviate from their theoretical prices.

We believe one of the most important explanations of financial instruments’ price devi-

ation is due to contract demands, counter party features, searching process and bargaining

power of both contract parties. According to previous literature, searching process and

bargaining power have been admitted to play an important role on asset prices in over-the-

counter markets (Duffie, Gârleanu and Pedersen 2005 [26], 2007 [27]). It is argued that

a higher spread is associated with the difficulty to find counterparties and less bargain-

ing power of counterparties. Other papers argue that information disclosure and accounting

transparency improve firms’ bargaining power and lower transaction costs (Duffie and Lando

2001 [28], Yu 2005 [29]). Lang and Lundholm (1993 [30]) find that the accounting trans-

parency is positively associated with firm size and performance, which further indicates firm

size has impact on bargaining process and therefore spreads.

Given above evidence, we argue that a firm’s network features, including link properties

and node properties in the bilateral transaction, impact bargaining process as well as how

to make optimal decisions. Extending the previous literature in risk management, which

mainly focuses on the rationale and determinants of corporate hedge, we derive a network-

based model to capture the optimal corporate hedging strategies in both an a priori analysis

and an a posteriori analysis.

3 The Model

In our model development for risk management on a network, we utilize the network concepts

to describe risk transferring between corporations or financial institutions, and its implica-

tions to capture corporate hedging behaviors. In this section, we will describe the procedure

of network-based model development in detail and apply the model in a specific example of

an equity hedge fund.
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3.1 Model Description

In the model, {R̃i; i = 1 . . . N} represent N risk factors a firm identifies as its risk exposures

to hedge. These risk factors could be arising from market, credit, operational, business,

legal, reputation risks, however our focus in this article will be on the first three types of

risks. We will further classify market risk into its major components of equity, interest rates,

commodity prices and currency risks. There are M potential counterparties selected as risk

takers. For complete generality, lets assume each firm is capable of providing a risk transfer

option for each risk type. Later this can be modified by imposing constraints on the extent

of hedge a firm can offer for a specific risk type. The hedging option for risk type i that

the reference firm seeks from firm j is denoted by xij, expressed as a fraction of the total

exposure of risk factor i. This transfer happens at a premium, incurred by the reference firm

towards the firm j. It is a hedging cost to the reference firm for instituting the risk transfers.

The cost of hedge applicable to a risk, hij, not only is a function of the type of risk and

the extent of risk transfer, but also the position of the reference firm and the firm j in the

network. Therefore, to quantify the cost of hedge, it is important to incorporate all the

firms in the network in ways that sufficiently capture their financial environment. In order

to describe the financial environment, instead of growing the network to incorporate all the

firms the M firms transact with, which will potentially become a prohibitively large network

to study, we incorporate the essence of this larger network in the nodes and links properties

of the network with M + 1 firms. Given the structure of the network, the hedging cost,

hij, is modeled as a function of extent of risk exposure, the magnitude of risk transferring,

and several important factors that implicitly impact contract costs according to previous

literature.

Bargaining power has been indicated an important role in contract setting up (Duffie,

Gârleanu and Pedersen 2005 [26], 2007 [27]). When counterparties meet, contract prices are

set through a bargaining process to reflect both sides’ features. Firms with bigger sizes are

usually believed to take advantages in the bargaining process, which means the the relative

size between counterparties matters. Also, information asymmetry may cause higher spreads

since accounting intransparency endues longer bargaining time and greater transaction costs
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. These has been empirically tested by Duffie and Lando (2001 [28]) and Yu (2005 [29]). In

addition, previous researchers find that banks prefer to provide discount to reward clients

with longer relationship with them. Thus we believe longevity of business relationship greatly

impact contract price. Due to above argument, we add several network features into our

model, such as, 1. credit rating of reference firm and risk taker j in the network, 2. age of

the link, i.e. longevity of relationship between the reference and the firm j, 3. transparency

of reference firm’s operations and that of firm j’s operations, 4. relative size of firms, etc.

Given hedge cost of each risk type on each firm described above, the total cost is the

summation of them, as follows,

H =
N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

hij(zip(xij); f1, f2, f3, f4), (1)

where p(.) is the theoretical price of the hedge and fi refers to the factors that determine

the cost of hedge for each risk type and transacting firms’ characteristics. Given the extent

of exposure of the reference firm to each risk type, denoted by Z = [zi]{i=1:N}, the pay-

off to the firm from these risk exposures is a function of the risks, R̃i, and hedges put in

place,
∑M

j=1 xij, for that risk. In order to capture the interaction of the risk factors and the

hedges to determine the total pay-off at the planning horizon, we incorporate R̃ = [R̃i] and

X = [xij]{i=1:N,j=1:M} into the pay-off function,

Ỹ = Y (R̃,X). (2)

We presently consider a single-period problem, where the reference firm’s risk exposures are

realized at t = 1 and the hedge decisions are made and cost of hedge incurred at t = 0. The

hedging decision includes three main questions, what, how and who. Another important

part in reference firm’s decision making of risk management is to choose the goal of risk

reduction, in other words, the appropriate risk measure. In past literature, variance of firm

value is generally used among academics; and tail risk measures, such as Value-at-Risk (VaR)

and Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR), are also widely used among executives. We will use

these measures in our a posteriori analysis to evaluate the performance of established hedge
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contract. Before that, we conduct a risk-return tradeoff analysis in the a priori analysis,

which incorporates a firm’s risk alleviating objective and its value preserving goal in our

objective function.

We first generate the firm present value by the discounted firm pay-off if no hedge contract

is established. Combining the model developed thus far, we assess the value of the firm at

t = 0 as following,

Ṽno−hedge =
Ỹno−hedge

1 + d
, (3)

where d is the cost of capital for the reference firm. If the firm chooses to hedge, the hedge

cost is deducted from the discounted firm pay-off to assess firm value,

Ṽhedge =
Ỹhedge
1 + d

−H. (4)

The risk exposure to the firm’s value is σno−hedge in no-hedge situation and σhedge in hedge

situation. Hedging induced premium payment is a cost burden on the firm’s value, controlling

which is an added concern for risk managers. To make this trade-off the formalized objective

of the problem, we consider an objective function, σ2
hedge + (E[Ṽno−hedge] − E[Ṽhedge]). To

reach an optimal hedging strategy, the firm wants to maximize the benefit of hedge, which

is to minimize the risk exposure after hedging, as well as to minimize the cost of hedge on

the firm value (E[Ṽno−hedge]−E[Ṽhedge]). The decision for the firm is to choose the extent of

hedges on each risk type among counterparties, xij with the M firms in such a way that the

objective function is minimized. Therefore, the optimization problem is defined as,

minxij
σ2
hedge + (E[Ṽno−hedge]− E[Ṽhedge]), (5)

such that H ≤ ρh, (6)

0 ≤
M∑
j=1

xij ≤ 1, (7)

αij ≤ xij ≤ βij, (8)

where ρh is the upper bound on the cost of hedge and αij, βij are the bounds on the extent
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of hedge the reference firm can institute for each risk type with each firm in the network.

These bounds must be constructed to constrain the risk transfer decision based on whether,

and to what extent, the reference firm should transfer risk i to the firm j. Should the solution

reach the lower bound in eqn (8), this would be an indication that the reference firm is only

willing to cover the minimum amount of its risk, which might be due to high hedge costs;

while at upper bound means maximum coverage is the best strategy. We will implement

the model for a specific example in the following subsection and discuss the details of model

utilization.

3.2 An Equity Hedge Fund Example

We now develop a specific example to elucidate the network structure model developed thus

far. A reference firm engaged in equity investment, essentially an equity hedge fund, is

considering to build several risk transferring contracts with a set of investment banks. Refer

to schematic in Figure 1. To keep the analysis easily demonstrated, let’s consider the fund

invests in 3 stocks, therefore the primary risk exposure is the equity risk. The fund owns zi

number of shares of each stock, and constructs over-the-counter hedges for the 3 equity risk

factors, R̃ = [R̃i]{i=1:3}, and transacts with 2 investment banks to institute these hedges,

[xij]{i=1:3,j=1:2}. The initial stock price at t = 0 is [Si(0)]{i=1:3} and the one-period return of

the stock is R̃ = [R̃i]{i=1:3}, hence an unhedged pay-off from equity investment would be,∑3
i=1 ziSi(0)R̃i.

When the hedge, X = [xij]{i=1:3,j=1:2}, is put in place, we need to determine the hedged

pay-off and the hedge cost. In order to describe the hedge cost for the risk transfers, we need

to develop a description of each firm node (Fi) and link (Lij) of the network as Figure 1.

The description of the nodes include connectivity (f1), riskiness (f2), size of the firm (f3),

and transparency of the firm’s operations (f4), and the description of the links include age of

the link (f5) and ease of link monitoring and enforcement (f6). We will describe the details

of quantification of these characteristics in the following as well as Appendix A.

Some of the network features represent episodic occurrence of events and implication

to the hedge. Therefore, in the a priori risk-return analysis, several network features are

accounted for in spread adjustments. These include riskiness (f2), size of the firm (f3),
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Figure 1: The Reference Firm (Ref) transacts with two banks, 1 and 2. The links and nodes
have properties in the network that dictate the hedge costs.

F1 = [f1, f2, f3, f4]

1 F2= [f1, f2, f3, f4]

L = [f f ] 2

Lref,2 = [f5, f6]

L1,2 = [f5, f6]

Lref,1 = [f5, f6]

Ref

F [f f f f ]Fref = [f1, f2, f3, f4]

transparency of the firm’s operations (f4), and age of the link (f5). However, there are

several other network features which cannot be priced before contract establishment, such

as connectivity (f1) and ease of link monitoring and enforcement (f6). These features will

greatly impact a contract’s efficacy in the post-contract establishment period, especially in

the event of default. We delegate them for inclusion in our a posteriori analysis.

In the a priori analysis, the cost of hedge can be constructed by following equation,

H =
3∑

i=1

2∑
j=1

hij(p(zixij); Fj,Lref ,j). (9)

We consider each factor to result in a spread (or a discount) adjustment to the theoretically

determined hedge instrument price p(.), given by ±s(fi), where the sign indicates whether

this adjustment is a mark-up or down. For the individual factor spread model, each factor

(fi) needs to be mapped to its impact on marking the cost of hedge up or down per unit

hedge instituted, and for their combined impact we have,

hij(p(zixij); Fj,Lref ,j) = p(zixij)(
∏
k∈Fj

(1 + s(fk)))(
∏

k∈Lref ,j

(1 + s(fk))). (10)
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For continued simplicity in the model development, if we assume that all the hedges are

vanilla European put options with strike prices Ki < Si(0), the number of options purchased

to cover the long position of stock i would be
∑2

j=1 xijzi, and the pay-off of stock i’s position

will be Si(0)R̃i + (Ki − Si(0)R̃i)+. Therefore, the payoff at contract maturity t = 1 is,

Ỹhedge =
3∑

i=1

[
2∑

j=1

zixij(Si(0)R̃i + (Ki − Si(0)R̃i)+) + zi(1−
2∑

j=1

xij)Si(0)R̃i]. (11)

The value of firm is given by present value of pay-off minus hedging contract cost (H),

Ṽhedge =

∑3
i=1[

∑2
j=1 zixij(Si(0)R̃i + (Ki − Si(0)R̃i)+) + zi(1−

∑2
j=1 xij)Si(0)R̃i]

1 + d
−H, (12)

where d is the cost of capital for the hedge fund. The optimization problem in eqn (5)-(8)

will be stated in terms of E[Ṽhedge] and bounds on xij. In this example, these bounds are set

at 0 for αij and 1 for βij.

In the next section, we will describe the setting of parameters in this example in detail

and analyze the simulation results. Through the a priori analysis, we obtain a general idea

of how managers select optimal hedging strategy based on the risk-return tradeoff. However,

hedging is not the executives’ sole goal, which means the reference firm needs to still keep an

eye on the efficacy of the established contracts before they mature. Certain characteristics

of the transacting firm can result in cost-effective attractive hedge to not yield in a perfect

risk transfer as per contract. Due to the characteristics of counterparties, the reference

firm may be exposing itself to additional risk, such as counter-party risk. We capture these

primarily through firm’s connectivity (f1), describing the possibility of contagion spread

through exogenous channels, and ease of link monitoring and enforcement(f6), describing

legal infrastructure’s impact on recovery rate in a default event. Those would be conducted

in our a posteriori analysis in Section 5.
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4 Data, Model Calibration and Analysis

In the previous section, we develop a specific example of a fund investing in three stocks

to describe our network model. To hedge against downturns in the stock market, the firm

utilizes derivatives based on the performance of stocks to cover its risk exposure. The primary

objective of a firm’s hedge strategy is to reduce stock return volatility, at the same time to

preserve firm value and deliver positive returns under all market conditions. In this section,

we first give some descriptions and justifications of parameter value settings for the specific

example. Then we conduct a model calibration and analyze the results in an a priori analysis.

4.1 Parameter Description of the Model

The properties of the three stocks owned by the hedge fund play an essential role in the

hedging strategies. To reach the objective of consistency of returns and capital preservation,

reference firm would give the primary consideration on factors impacting stock price, such

as drift, volatility, correlation, and strike price and maturity of options. To simulate stock

price movement, we set the three stocks as followings: stock 1 has a 10% annual drift rate

and 15.73% volatility; stock 2 has a 6% annual drift rate and 8.15% volatility, both of

which are lower than those of stock 1; stock 3 has the highest annual drift rate 18% and

31.05% volatility, which brings much equity risk to the fund. The fund’s shareholdings of

the three stocks are 3000, 1000 and 2000, respectively. The stock prices are assumed to

follow Brownian motion and the stock prices are generated by Monte Carlo simulation. We

also assume hedge tools for three stocks are one year vanilla European put options with

strike price set at 90% of the initial price of the corresponding stock. The put option price

is computed by the Black-Scholes formula. The amount of the put options purchased, or

hedging fraction, is the decision made to balance the level of risk exposure faced by the fund

and costs involved in hedging.

As model description in Section 3, we incorporate four network features in the evaluation

of hedge cost. To clarify how to quantify the spread adjustment to hedge cost due to each

node or linkage feature, we describe our procedures and provide justifications in this section.

In Appendix A, more details of how to quantify these network features are displayed.
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Credit rating, based on the history of borrowing and repayment and the availability

of assets and extent of liabilities, would be reflected through spread adjustment on hedge

cost. A lower credit rating indicates lower credit worthiness of the firm, which poses as a

counterparty risk and is accounted for by a mark-down on hedge cost to make the deal more

attractive to the reference firm. We identify riskiness (f2) factor into three groups by credit

rating, which is mapped to a decreasing function of spread adjustment. There is no spread

adjustment for the highest rating group ([AAA/AA]), and a −2% impact for lowest rating

group ([BB and Below]). The lowest rated firms need to attract counterparties by offering

lower price of hedge due to relatively low credit worthiness. This is equivalent to other linear

spread adjustments we can consider, since we are primarily interested in the relative impact

of these factors, the absolute values are of less significance. Riskiness is also been applied

in the a posteriori analysis as indicators of theoretical default probability and recovery rate.

We will discuss this in Section 5.

Size of a firm (f3) can impact the bargaining power of two firms in the contract establish-

ment and to some extent, reflect the quality of the contract. Since this impact is mainly from

the relative firm size point of view, we consider the size difference between the risk-taking

firm and the risk-transferring (reference) firm. Four levels of size (Small, Medium, Large

and Very Large) are set for firms in the network. The differential of firm size is mapped

to an increasing function of spread adjustment. Compared with the reference firm, a rela-

tively larger counterparty is more likely to have a stronger bargaining power, and tends to

command a higher spread adjustment on the hedge price, therefore a positive and increas-

ing spread adjustment (1%, 2%, 3%) is set for a relatively larger counterparty. A smaller

counterparty, compared with the reference firm is more likely to accept prices asked by the

reference firm, thus a zero spread adjustment is set it.

Transparency of Firm Operations (f4) is considered in our model since informational

asymmetry problem due to lack of transparency increases the hedge cost. This cost depends

on the transparency levels of both parties in a bilateral transaction. We create four levels of

transparency (Very Opaque, Opaque, Transparent and Very Transparent) and quantify them

by increasing values (0, 1, 2, 3). Sum of transparency levels of two counterparties is mapped

to the spread adjustment as a decreasing function. No impact (0%) on spread adjustment
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occurs when the sum of transparency levels is large, i.e., as both firms tend to get more

transparent, and vice versa (1%, 2%).

In addition, we add a link property, Age of Link (f5), in our a priori analysis. Since the

business relationship between two firms implies possibility of volume discounts, as well as the

counterparties’ information from transactional history. We consider four levels of link age

(First Time, Short Period, Medium, and Long Term) and model the spread as a decreasing

function of it. The first time transaction would raise the spread adjustment by 1% and

medium and longer period would lower the spread by 1%.

After giving a general idea of quantification of network features, we turn to the specific

example displayed in Section 3. The three firms in the network are given different network

characteristics, which would greatly impact the reference firm’s hedging decision. The refer-

ence firm is set to be of a small size (f3) and rather opaque operation (f4). It would consider

the corresponding characteristics of counterparies to evaluate the benefit and cost of hedging

strategies. The two counterparties, as our main objective of study, can be distinguished by

their specific network features.

The investment bank 1 is rated [A/BBB] in the second level of credit rating group, which

reduces the spread by 1% due to the relatively high counter-party risk. The large size of

it strengthens the bank’s bargaining power in the hedging transaction, increasing spread by

2%; the opaque firm operation, considered together with opaque reference firm operation,

raises the spread by 2%. The age of relations between banks and reference firm are also

counted in the risk premium evaluation. Since there is no transaction history between bank

1 and the reference firm, the spread is increased by 1%.

To distinguish from bank 1, the investment bank 2 is set to be a better hedge partner with

several advantages. It has the same credit rating level [A/BBB] as bank 1, which reduces

spread by 1%. It is a small size investment bank, which is also the case for the reference

firm, and transparent firm operation, together with the transparent reference firm operations,

have no impact on spreads. Bank 2 already has some transactions with the reference firm

before, so that this medium period relationship lowers the premium by 1% because of less

information asymmetry issues as well as possible discount. Over all, considering the network

impact on hedging cost, we find bank 2 has a hedging price advantage compared with its
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competitor, bank 1.

4.2 An A Priori Model Analysis

We compare the investment fund’s optimal hedging strategies under two settings, one with

the network structure and another without it. Our expectation is that the corporate decision

on risk transaction would be greatly impacted by its network environment, since features of

counterparties affect the costs and efficacy of contracts.

Using the parameter settings from the previous sections, we simulate the network hedging

model and generate equity risk factors R̃ = [R̃i]{i=1:3} corresponding to three stocks owned by

the fund based on 106 replicates of simulation. R̃i is one-period return of stock i, which is not

resampled in each iteration. To search for global minimum solution, the initial value given

to each hedge fraction [xij]{i=1:3,j=1:2} is 50% per bank for each stock. The constraints on

hedge fraction are eqn (6)-(8). The upper bound of hedge cost ρh is set at 1010, which makes

it irrelevant for the present moment. We use the Global Optimization Tools in MATLAB

to calculate global minimum in two settings of the model, one with network adjustment on

risk premiums, and another without. The simulation results are provided in Table 1.

Table 1: Optimal hedging strategies of the investment fund in different network settings

First, we look at the total risk coverage ratios in two settings in Table 1. We notice that

the summation of percentage of each equity risk covered by the two transacting banks are

100% in both Panel A and Panel B, which suggests the investment bank fully covers its risk

exposures in stock market to obtain stable returns if there is no restriction on hedge cost.
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Second, we focus on the selectivity of counterparties between two banks. Table 1 Panel B

shows that if we incorporate network setting in the calculation of hedge cost, the reference

firm would switch all its derivative transaction from bank 1 to bank 2 for all three stocks.

This allocation can by justified by comparing the prices of put options on three stocks

offered by two banks in Table 2. Panel A suggests that without network spread adjustment,

two banks offer the same theoretical put option prices. However, if network impact is consid-

ered in the spread adjustments (Panel B), bank 2 provides lower prices of three put options

than those offered by bank 1, so that bank 2 has a comparative advantage on hedge cost.

Table 2: Prices of put option for two banks in different network settings

The hedge fraction allocation corresponds to our expectation during parameter setting.

Same level of credit rating of both banks indicate equal amount of spread reduction. The

reference firm lowers hedge cost by utilizing hedge from a bank with equal or smaller size,

bank 2, since size advantage brings bargaining power and lowers the risk premium. However,

the quality of small firms’ protection might be under suspicion, since small firms are usually

susceptible to outside financial shocks and might be incapable of honoring their contracts.

We will investigate these post-contract establishment issues in an a posteriori analysis.

Transparent firm operation of bank 2, compared with the opaque bank 1, makes it more

attractive to be a risk taker due to lower informational asymmetry. When link properties

are accounted for, the hedge cost advantage of bank 2 becomes more significant. Previous

transaction history may provide important information about asset and credit, to each other

and enhance trust between counterparties, therefore lowering the premiums. Compared with
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bank 1, bank 2 has a pre-existing business relationship with the reference firm, so that its

spread adjustment is lower than that of its competitor.

We conduct some robustness tests to see whether the characteristics of stock holding

would affect the hedging strategies in a network setting. We change the correlation between

stock returns and find no impact on previous result. It indicates that the features of the

network have a much more deterministic impact on hedging strategies, than the relations of

stocks in consideration. We also change the initial setting of hedge fraction to see whether

the initial value would impact our result. This does not change the optimal solution either.

Overall, our simulation results confirm our initial argument that network features greatly

impact hedging strategies through hedge costs. To pursue an optimal hedge ratio, risk

managers tend select a hedging partner with cost advantage so that it would preserve firm

value. However, the results are based on the default-free assumption, which is unrealistic

in practice. In real world, counter-party risk exists and the possibility of contract default

should be taken seriously by risk managers. In the following section, we conduct an a

posteriori analysis on how network characteristics influence hedging efficacy in the post-

contract establishment period.

5 An A Posteriori Analysis

In this section, we investigate the efficacy of the hedging contracts in the post-contract

establishment period. The main concern of our a posteriori analysis is the counter-party risk,

which might result in the inability to fully honor the derivative contract and partially nullify

the hedge. In the a priori analysis, we do not consider the default possibility of derivative

contracts, which might bring significant loss to the reference firm. For example, the high

default possibility of counterparties would result in significant damage to the investment

fund, if the fund risk manager only cares about contract costs rather than contract efficacy.

Therefore, an optimal hedging strategy cannot be confidently arrived by solely an a priori

analysis of risk-return tradeoff. As important as the a priori analysis, an a posteriori study

should be conducted to reach a robust hedging decision. We will describe the model structure

and a posteriori network setting in the first part, and thereafter conduct result analysis.
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5.1 Model Structure in the A Posteriori Analysis

In the a posteriori analysis, we incorporate the counter-party risk in our model and add two

additional network features, connectivity (f1) and ease of link monitoring and enforcement

(f6). These factors are not included in the a priori analysis, since their impact is episodic

and is not accounted for in the premium evaluation. We describe how these default-related

network features would affect a hedge contract’s efficacy and the reference firm’s strategies

in the post contract establishment period.

Connectivity between firms provides channels for financial contagion, which makes finan-

cial institutions susceptible to exogenous shocks. Financial contracts, such as overlapping

claims between banks, build the connection between two parties. When one party suffers

from financial distress and defaults on its obligations, the other will also suffer losses, which

might lead to liquidity problem or financial distress. The complexity of the financial network

(i.e. the degree of connectedness between firms) greatly impacts the fragility of financial sys-

tems [15]. With an incomplete interbank market and a high degree of interconnectedness,

a liquidity shock can be spread by contagion, while a low degree of interconnectedness can

shield a firm from contagion. Besides, interbank linkages can also act as “shock-absorbers”

so that shocks can be shared and absorbed by other banks. According to Nier et al. [22],

after a certain threshold level, connectivity improves the ability of absorption and decreases

the probability of contagion. In this paper, we only consider the situation before thresh-

old, which indicates that the firms with higher levels of connectivity are more likely to suffer

from external shocks. In the post-contract establishment period, the loss of the counterparty

might transfer shocks to the reference firm by default of hedge contract.

The probability of counter-party risk also depends on the ability of risk-taking counter-

parties to absorb external shocks. Given a certain level of connectivity, a firm with a higher

credit rating is more capable of handling the loss from overlapping contracts, absorbing the

shocks and preventing the contagion from spreading to the reference firm. On the other hand,

low credit firms, which are exposed to many links, are more vulnerable to shocks and have

a higher probability to spread financial contagion through its contract links. Therefore, we

believe that the connectivity (f1) and riskiness (f2) of counterparties interrelate in determin-
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ing the default risk of underlying hedge contract. To describe the impact of connectivity on

default probability, we use a multiplier as an indicator of connectivity (as Appendix A). We

set the product of connectivity multiplier and theoretical default probability, as dictated by

credit rating, as the real default rate of hedge contracts. According to the initial setting for

the credit rating of two counterparty banks in the example, theoretical default probabilities

of both banks are 0.1%.

Legal infrastructure plays a vital role in corporate default events by providing timely,

efficient and impartial resolution. Financial monitoring and enforcement affect the incen-

tives of creditors to monitor, their ability to recontract, as well as creditors’ legal rights

in reorganization and liquidation. Creditors’ rights are important in contracting since law

determines who controls the bankruptcy process, who has rights to the property of bankrupt

firms and with what priority. Thus recovery rate is impacted by creditors’ rights, in other

words, the legal enforcement and monitoring. To describe this influence, we add another link

factor, ease of link monitoring and enforcement (f6), as a percentage of credit-rating-decided

recovery rate, to evaluate the total recovery rate of firms. As described in Appendix A, the

recovery rate percentage of banks is an increasing function of level of link monitoring and

enforcement. In the specific example, the same credit ratings of two banks provide the same

theoretical recovery rate, 59.29%, but in practice the true value of recovery rates would be

different due to different network features of counterparties.

In the a posteriori analysis, we focus on the impact of counter-party risk on the hedge

contracts. Since the default risk greatly threatens hedge contract’s efficacy, whether the

reference firm will maintain the optimal strategy as dictated by the a priori analysis, or

consider a modification to the hedging strategy depends on counterparties’ a posteriori net-

work features. Given the a priori optimal strategy, fully hedged by the bank 2, we study

how the hedging risk and reference firm value would change with different settings of the a

posteriori features, connectivity (f1) and ease of link monitoring and enforcement (f6) of its

counterparties. To measure the efficacy of the hedge contract in the post-contract establish-

ment period, the firm payoff equation (Ỹhedgep) is modified from the a priori one by adding
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indicators of default probability and recovery rate as below,

Ỹhedgep =
3∑

i=1

2∑
j=1

Prjzixij(Si(0)R̃i + (Ki − Si(0)R̃i)+) +
3∑

i=1

2∑
j=1

(1− Prj)zixijSi(0)R̃i+

3∑
i=1

zi(1−
2∑

j=1

xij)Si(0)R̃i. (13)

where Prj is a percentage denoting recovery rate of the bank j, quantified by the theoreti-

cal recovery rate, decided by credit rating (f2), times its recovery rate percentage, measuring

the ease of link monitoring and enforcement (f6). When a default occurs on the bank j, Prj

of risk exposure hedged by contract would be honored, leaving the rest (1 − Prj) exposed

to equity risk. Thus the firm’s payoff in the a posteriori analysis is formed by three parts:

honored contract value, the unhonored one and unhedged equity risk. In the simulation, we

use the Bernoulli Distribution to indicate the occurrence of default event, where the overall

default probability is measured by the product of connectivity multiplier (f1) and default

probability given by credit rating (f2). If there is no default, recovery rate is set at 100%.

The expected firm value is calculated as eqn(4), the discounted firm payoff minus hedge

contract cost, Ṽhedgep =
Ỹhedgep

1+d
−H. To measure the efficacy of the hedge contract, we follow

the objective function used in the a priori analysis,

σ2
hedgep + (E[Ṽno−hedge]− E[Ṽhedgep ]) (14)

In the a priori analysis, bank 2 is chosen as the only risk taker because it provides cheaper

risk coverage in a no-default scenario. If counter-party risk is considered, we inquire whether

the previous optimal strategy is still the best one. To answer this question, we compare

various values in perfect hedge and imperfect hedge situations and show how worse off the

contract might finally become due to default. Here by perfect hedge we mean the ideal world

without default, while the existence of counter-party risk makes for an imperfect hedge.
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5.2 Result of the A Posteriori Analysis

Since bank 2 is the only one taking the reference firm’s risk through the a priori analysis, we

study how its a posteriori network features would impact the hedge contract efficacy. Ac-

cording to the parameter setting in the previous part, the reference firm’s value is supposed

to be higher if a counterparty has a lower degree of connectivity (lower default probability

multiplier) and a higher level of link monitoring and enforcement (higher recovery percent-

age). We will focus on two extreme cases: bank 2 with the worst network features (high

default probability multiplier and low recovery percentage) and the best ones (low default

probability multiplier and high recovery percentage). Through analysis of the extreme cases,

we can get a brief idea of how the a posteriori network features can affect hedge efficacy in

an imperfect world. Especially the worst case will tell us what a seemingly perfect hedge

strategy would bring to the reference firm if counter-party risk is ignored. Based on the

Monte Carlo simulation of return distributions (R) with a sample size of 5× 106, we calcu-

late the value of the a posteriori objective function. We also compute the variance of hedged

firm present value, the difference of expected firm value in unhedged and hedged situations

in two extreme cases.

Table 3, Panel A shows the results when bank 2 has few links with other firms (quanti-

fied by default probability multiplier 1) and under strict monitoring of legal infrastructure

(quantified by recovery percentage 100%). Panel B shows the worst case, that bank 2 is

highly connected (quantified by default probability multiplier 2) but under loose monitoring

(quantified by recovery percentage 70%). Corresponding to our expectation, in both cases

the values of objective function is higher than that of the perfect hedge situation. This

means the hedging contract become less effective if counter-party risk exists. This negative

impact is more significant if bank 2 has the highest probability to breach the contract and the

lowest level of legal infrastructure monitoring as Panel B. Objective function value increases

0.0125% from the perfect hedge to the imperfect hedge, mainly from higher variance of firm

value since it dominates the objective function.

Comparing the percentage change of variance in two panels, we find the change in Panel B

(0.0125%) is around 16.33 times that of Panel A (0.0008%), which suggests that a posteriori
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Table 3: The reference firm’s hedge contract efficacy in perfect hedge and imperfect hedge
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features of the counterparty do influence hedging contract efficacy to a certain degree. We

also take a look at another component of objective function besides variance, the percentage

change of difference of expected firm value in unhedged and hedged situations. A 0.0043%

drop in Panel A and a 0.0626% drop in Panel B suggest that a posteriori features have a

greater impact on expected firm value than on variance.

To further investigate how the a posteriori network features affect the hedging contract,

we turn to other risk measures besides variance. The histogram of the simulated hedged firm

value shows fat right tail skew instead of a symmetric normal distribution (Figure 2). Since

variance is a central dispersion measure of risk, which may not be a complete indicator of risk

for an asymmetric distribution, we pick two other measures to obtain a better understanding

of how risk changes in an imperfect environment. Both absolute Value-at-Risk (V aR) and

Conditional Value-at-Risk (CV aR) are measures of tail risk, indicating how much loss a firm

may suffer in a bad situation.

Figure 2: Histogram of simulated hedged firm value

Value-at-Risk (V aR) is a widely used risk measure of tail risk on a specific portfolio of

financial assets. Following the general definition of absolute V aR, we calculate the threshold
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of firm value at 5 percentile, which tells us with 5% probability the firm value would drop

below the threshold. Conditional Value-at-Risk (CV aR) is the expected firm value lower

than V aR, calculated by E[ṼHedge|ṼHedge < V aR5%]. Similar to the results based on the

variance measure, both V aR and CV aR display a small amount of decrease from a perfect

situation to an imperfect one. However, when comparing the percentage change in two cases,

we find that of absolute V aR in Panel B (−0.0048%) is around 13.06 times of that in Panel

A (−0.0004%), and 26.57 times in the case of CV aR.

These results shed some light how influential the a posteriori features, connectivity and

the ease of link monitoring and enforcement, are on the reference firm’s hedging strategy.

From the above analysis, we conclude that bank 2 is not a perfect risk taker in an imperfect

hedge situation, especially when it has the highest degree of connectivity and the weakest

legal monitoring and enforcement.

Now we might wonder the following questions, what would happen if bank 1 is excellent in

dealing with default risk, whether transferring certain amount of risk to bank 1 would improve

the hedge efficacy, what risk percentage is the most feasible to transfer to bank 1. To answer

those questions, we analyze all possible cases, in which both risk takers have three levels of

connectedness and three levels of link ease of monitoring and enforcement. The number of

combinations of a posteriori network characteristic for two banks is 81 total (9 posteriori

network feature combinations of bank 1 × 9 posteriori network feature combinations of bank

2). Besides, to compare the hedging contract efficacy in various contract settings, we conduct

the following five risk allocation strategies:

1. 100% hedged by bank 2

2. 20% hedged by bank 1 and 80% hedged by bank 2

3. 50% hedged by bank 1 and 50% hedged by bank 2

4. 80% hedged by bank 1 and 20% hedged by bank 2

5. 100% hedged by bank 1

for each a posteriori network feature combination. The design of risk allocation is from the

idea that what would happen if more and more risk is taken by bank 1. We apply various
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measures on the contract efficacy, including the value of objective function, variance of firm

value, absolute V aR and CV aR of hedged firm value. To clarify our method and explain the

results, we discuss 9 out of 81 cases in detail as examples, and then summarize the overall

results for all 81 cases.

In the 9 cases, bank 1 is set as an ideal hedge partner in dealing with default risk, which

has a low level of connectedness (quantified by default probability multiplier 1) and a high

level of link monitoring and enforcement (quantified by recovery percentage 100%); bank 2

is set at 9 different combinations of posteriori features (3 levels of connectedness × 3 levels

of link monitoring and enforcement). We expect that in these situations, it is most likely

that the reference firm would benefit from switching certain amount of risks to bank 1.

Figure 3: Values of Objective function in different risk allocation strategies and under dif-
ferent network features

Figure 3 shows us how the value of objective function changes with different risk allocation

in the 9 cases. There are two curves (case 1 and 4) display a downward trend, indicating

lower risk of reference firm; three curves (case 2, 5 and 7) display U-shape, which suggest the

risk level reverse after reaching certain level; and the rest four (case 3, 6, 8 and 9) maintain
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an upward trend, meaning higher risk. All the curves approach to the similar level at 100%.

Here we give a detailed description of Figure 3. When bank 2 has the lowest level of legal

monitoring and enforcement, no matter what level of connectedness it has, the reference firm

benefits if 20% risk is taken by bank 1 (case 1, 4 and 7). It also happens when bank 2 is in

a medium level of link monitoring, and medium/high levels of connectedness (case 2 and 5).

However, when a higher percentage of risk (50%) is covered by bank 1, only in two out of

five cases (case 1 and 4) the objective function value drops to a lower level, while the others

reverse to even higher values than that in the original optimal strategy (fully-hedged-by-bank

2). Further, when the percentage of risk taken by bank 1 is increased to 80% and even 100%,

the objective function value keeps declining for case 1 and 4, and for case 2, 5 and 7 it raises

to higher levels. For the rest four cases (case 3, 6, 8 and 9), we find the contract efficacy is

exacerbated by greater percentage of risk taken by bank 1. We give the calculation details

in Appendix B, Table 4-I.

We turn to other measures of risks, absolute V aR and CV aR at 5 percentile. According

to the report of Table 4-III and Table 4-IV in Appendix B, there is no evidence showing that

the reference firm would benefit from more risk taken by bank 1 since both absolute V aR

and CV aR drop off gradually, which means the reference firm suffers greater tail risk.

In the above analysis of the 9 cases, we find some evidence that in an imperfect world,

the a posteriori network features do impact corporate hedging contract efficacy through

contract default rate and recovery rate. Specifically, when bank 1 has the lowest degree

of connectedness and the highest level of link monitoring, bank 2 has the lowest level of

link monitoring, and medium/high levels of connectivity, the risk exposure curve displays

a declining trend, which seems to be contrary to the a priori optimal hedging decision –

fully hedged by bank 2. In the other three cases, low in linkage numbers and a low degree

of monitoring, a medium level of monitoring and medium/high levels of connectedness, the

risk exposure curve displays a U-Shape, suggesting a small amount (20%) of risk switching is

beneficial but excessive amount is detrimental. However, according to other measures of risk,

absolute V aR and CV aR, the reference firm suffers greater tail risk if increasing amount of

risk is taken by bank 1. It suggests that managers, who are focusing on alleviating low tail

risks, are unlikely to consider modification of their hedging strategy in an imperfect world.
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Following the same method, we analyze all 81 cases with different combinations of a

posteriori features of the two banks. Figure 4 shows the fraction of trends displayed by risk

objectives. There are 11 out of 81 (13.58%) cases where 20%-risk-switch strategy benefits

the reference firm by lowering risk. In the 11 cases, 6 of them (7.41%) would experience

reverse risk exposure when more risks, 50% and higher percentage, are taken by bank 1, and

in the other 5 cases (6.17%) risk keeps declining. Thus with 86.42% probability the contract

efficacy would take a turn for the worse if deviating from the original optimal strategy.

Figure 4: The probability distribution of risk objective curve trend

In the five cases with downward trend objective function, two of them are already been

discussed in the previous paragraphs. The other three occur when bank 2 has undesirable

a posteriori network features, high numbers of linkages and a low level of link monitoring;

at the same time bank 1 has low connectedness and medium/low monitory multipliers, or

medium connectedness and high link monitoring. In the six cases with U-shape objective

function, four of them are under the situation when bank 2 has the least desirable a posteriori

network features. Thus we conclude that when a counterparty has a high chance to default

and fail to fully honor the contract, it is not wise to put all the eggs into one basket.

On the other hand, we do not find any case showing switch risks would improve tail risks

by absolute V aR and CV aR. Therefore, the risk management decision depends on what

kind of risk diminishing goal the firm has. If the volatility of firm value is the priority, there

is a certain degree of chance that original hedging decision, fully-hedged-by-bank 2, would

become suboptimal, and small amount of risk covered by bank 1 is desirable. If reducing tail
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risk is the object, the firm should still keep their original strategy since any switch would

make it worse off.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we derive and assess a model towards creation of a framework in which a

firm’s financial environment is an integral part of arriving at the optimal hedging decisions.

In the framework, the characteristics of firms in a network and their interconnectedness

affects the cost of hedging contracts, as well as the efficacy of protection in the post-contract

establishment period.

We develop a specific model for an investment fund’s decision making in transferring three

types of equity risk to a set of banks and obtain its optimal hedging decision based on a

risk-return tradeoff analysis. We find the cost of protection greatly influences the willingness

of a firm entering a hedge contract, that cost advantage might lead a potential risk taker to

take a dominant role in the degree of protection offered. Our framework is also useful for

modeling and measuring counter-party risk, which are studied in the a posteriori analysis

by including two extra network factors as the environmental impact on default probability

and recovery rate. We find the “optimality” of a hedge contract in the a posteriori analysis

depends on the objective and the risk measures. This means firms focusing on minimizing

variance of firm value might consider a small deviation from a priori optimal strategy, those

paying more attention on tail risk tend to stay with the a priori optimal strategy.

In the a priori analysis, we conduct a risk-return analysis and capture network features

in the evaluation of hedge costs. Under the specific setting of financial environment faced

by the investment fund, the optimal hedging strategy is fully-hedged-by-bank 2, since it has

a price advantage compared to another bank. It suggests that the financial environment

influences corporate hedging decisions through contract costs and risk takers with a cost

advantage take a dominant role in the degree of protection offered.

However, only considering risk-return tradeoff in the a priori analysis is insufficient to

measure hedging contract efficacy, hence we further investigate the issue in post-contract

establishment periods. Two extra network features, connectivity and the ease of link mon-
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itoring and enforcement, are added to the model to describe how a network environment

would affect a firm’s hedging decision and contract efficacy through impact on counter-party

risk. By analyzing various a posteriori network feature combinations (81 totally) and the

contract efficacy in five different risk distribution strategies among two banks, we find that

in 11 out of 81 cases (with 13.58% probability) if the investment fund modifies its a priori

strategy (fully-hedged-by-bank 2) to a 20%-risk-hedged-by-bank 1 strategy, the contract ef-

ficacy can be improved. The benefits are most likely to happen when bank 2 has the highest

degree of connectivity and the weakest legal monitoring and enforcement. However, exces-

sive risk switch, 50% and higher, would turn the contract efficacy to the worse with 7.41%

probability. Overall there is 86.42% chance that any deviation from the a priori optimal

strategy would lower the contract efficacy. These results are obtained based on a corporate

risk measure – variance of firm value.

When we conduct our analysis based on tail risk measures, absolute V aR and CV aR,

the result does not suggest any benefit from deviation from the a priori optimal decision.

V aR and CV aR show that firm’s tail risk increases if more risk is covered by bank 1, which

suggests that a firm aiming at reducing tail risks is unlikely to deviate from fully-hedged-by-

bank 2 strategy.

Our analysis points to optimal hedging decision under a network framework. Our ap-

proach, which directly relates various network characteristics with contract costs and post-

contract protection efficacy, provides the initial insights of how the financial environment

affects firms’ risk management strategies, and a basis for complicated models in future stud-

ies. By making it explicit how network factors affect spreads in the a priori analysis, and

the default probability and recovery rate in the a posteriori analysis, our approach is the

first to offer specific guidance to risk managers on how the corporate financial environment

should be considered in hedging decision-making. In developing our story for corporate risk

management under networked environment, we can extend the analysis to various types of

risks (currency risk, interest risk, etc.) and a number of hedging instruments (derivative

combinations, insurance, etc.) used in real world. We can also study more sophisticated

corporate network maps. These are promising directions of future research.
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7 Appendix A: Hedge Factors Description

7.1 Node Properties

f1: Connectivity of Firm. Connectivity is quantified as the multiplier of default prob-

ability. This factor is used in our a posteriori analysis and can’t be priced in the a priori

analysis. It is supposed that the high connectedness of a firm would bring channels so that

the probability of suffering from exogenous shocks is increased. We interrelate it with credit

rating (f2) since low credit rated firms are more vulnerable to external shocks than high

rated ones. Therefore, the probability of default would rise if a highly risky firm is exposed

to too many links. We consider three levels of firm connectivity, Low Connectivity {0},

Medium Connectivity {1} and High Connectivity {2}. We assume no multiplier effect while

few external links, but double the effect if a firm is highly connected.

{0} → Multiplier of default probability= 1.

{1} → Multiplier of default probability= 1.5 .

{2} → Multiplier of default probability= 2 .

f2: Riskiness. This captures counter-party risk and recovery rate of each firm. We create

three groups by credit ratings. The spread is modeled as a decreasing function of credit

rating. The default probability and recovery rate for each credit rating level is approximated

from those of corporate bond issuers in the statistical review of Moody’s, 1920-2003.

AAA/AA → 0%; Probability of default = 0; Recovery rate = 34.8%.

A/BBB → −1%; Probability of default = 0.1%; Recovery rate = 59.29%.

BB and Below → −2%; Probability of default = 5%; Recovery rate = 87.32%.

f3: Size of Firm. We consider four levels of firm size, Small {0}, Medium {1}, Large {2}

and Very Large {3}. Instead of firm size in isolation, we consider the difference in firm size

between the risk taker firm and the risk transferring firm as an indicator of spread. The

spread is modeled as an increasing function of differential of firm size.
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{-3,-2,-1, 0} → 0%

{1} → 1%

{2} → 2%

{3} → 3%

f4: Transparency of Firm Operations. Lack of transparency of either firm increases

informational asymmetry, as well as spreads. We consider four levels of transparency, Very

Opaque {0}, Opaque {1}, Transparent {2} and Very Transparent {3}. Since both firm’s

transparency affects the contractual terms, the sum of transparency of two node firms in the

same link is mapped to the spreads as a decreasing function.

{6, 5, 4} → 0%

{3, 2} → 1%

{1, 0} → 2%

7.2 Link Properties

f5: Age of Link. Longer transactional relationship implies the possibility of volume dis-

counts, greater amount of information of the reference firm’s assets and credit history. We

consider four levels, First Time, Short Period, Medium, and Long-term transactional rela-

tionship between the firms. The spread is modeled as a decreasing function of the the age

of link.

First Time → 1%

Short Period → 0%

Medium/Long Period → −1%

f6: Ease of Link Monitoring and Enforcement. Legal infrastructure can support

recovery, in case of breach in contractual terms. We consider three levels of link monitoring

and enforcement, Low {0}, Medium {1} and High {2}. The variable is quantified as a
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percentage of theoretical recovery rate and the maximum value is 100%. This factor will

be used for the a posteriori analysis to determine the scope of recovery rate in the event of

default.

Low → Percentage of recovery rate = 70%.

Medium → Percentage of recovery rate = 85%.

High → Percentage of recovery rate = 100%.
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8 Appendix B: Tables

Table 3-I. Objective function values in five risk allocation strategies

The a posteriori network features of the bank 1 is set as the lowest level of connectivity and the

highest level of ease of link monitoring and enforcement. The table displays the objective function

values under various settings of the bank 2 a posteriori network features. The columns represent

three levels of connectivity of the bank 2 and rows represent three levels of ease of link monitoring

and enforcement of the bank 2. Panel A - Panel D report results of five risk allocation strategies.

For certain network feature setting of two banks, we compare the values of objective function in five

panels and highlight those lower than the corresponding values in Panel A (the optimal strategy

in a priori analysis). Those highlighted numbers indicate deviation from fully-hedge strategy is

beneficial, which are discussed in the article.
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Table 3-II. Variances of firm present value in five risk allocation strategies

The a posteriori network features of the bank 1 is set as the lowest level of connectivity and the

highest level of ease of link monitoring and enforcement. The table displays variances of firm present

value under various settings of the bank 2 a posteriori network features. The columns represent

three levels of connectivity of the bank 2 and rows represent three levels of ease of link monitoring

and enforcement of the bank 2. Panel A - Panel D report results of five risk allocation strategies.

At certain network feature setting of two banks, we compare the values of variance of firm value in

five panels.
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Table 3-III. Absolute Value-at-Risk in five risk allocation strategies

The a posteriori network features of the bank 1 is set as the lowest level of connectivity and

the highest level of ease of link monitoring and enforcement. The table displays absolute Value-

at-Risk(VaR) under various settings of the bank 2 a posteriori network features. The columns

represent three levels of connectivity of the bank 2 and rows represent three levels of ease of link

monitoring and enforcement of the bank 2. Panel A - Panel D report results of five risk allocation

strategies. At certain network feature setting of two banks, we compare the absolute VaR value in

five panels.
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Table 3-IV. Conditional Value-at-Risk in five risk allocation strategies

The a posteriori network features of the bank 1 is set as the lowest level of connectivity and the

highest level of ease of link monitoring and enforcement. The table displays Conditional Value-

at-Risk(CVaR) under various settings of the bank 2 a posteriori network features. The columns

represent three levels of connectivity of the bank 2 and rows represent three levels of ease of link

monitoring and enforcement of the bank 2. Panel A - Panel D report results of five risk allocation

strategies. At certain network feature setting of two banks, we compare the CVaR value in five

panels.
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